WORKSHOP ON:
The fourth wave of feminism: from sisterhood and social networking towards a new citizenship?

Coordinators:
Caterina Peroni (University of Padua) and Lidka Rodak (University of Salesia)

14 – 15 June 2018

Programme
Meeting room: Karl Renner & Achille Loria (1st floor)

Wednesday, 13 June

Arrival
21.00 Welcome reception - Residencia Antia

Thursday, 14 June

09.00 – 09.30 Registration at the IISL office

09.30 – 10.00 Opening session:
- Vincenzo Ferrari – Welcome to Oñati Institute from the Scientific Director
- Leire Kortabarria – A note on publication
- Introduction from Caterina Peroni and Lidka Rodak

10.00 – 12.00 SESSION 1. EDUCATION, INTERSECTIONALITY AND SOCIAL WEB EXPERIENCE

Lidia Rodak. “Circle of women as post-matriarchal community”

Karo Akabal. SKYPE “Building trust among woman - from anonymity to the community (case study: on-line platform and community Sex & Love School)”

Camilla Girotti. “How to decline the concept of intersectionality in the educational field? An experience of workshop in Bologna (Italy)”

Arianna Mainardi. SKYPE “Mediated friendship: online and offline alliances in girls’ everyday life in Italy”

12.00 – 12.15 Break
Thursday, 14 June (continuation)

12.15 – 14:15 SESSION 2. WOMEN, RELIGION/SPIRITUALITIES AND INTERSECTIONALITIES


Elisa Rapetti. SKYPE “Still waiting for intersectionality. French and Italian feminist debates on Burkini ban”

Ewa K. Strzelecka. SKYPE “Women’s political activism in the revolutionary struggles of Western Sahara and Yemen”

14.15 Lunch

15.45 – 17.15 SESSION 3. CONTEMPORARY GLOBAL FEMINIST ISSUES: ABORTION, SEX WORK AND THE LAW

Paola Rivetti. “Lineages of Feminism and Dissent in Ireland. the Repeal the 8th Campaign”

Barbara Biglia. “Forward and backward in Spain’s abortion rights”

Fiammetta Bonfigli. “Feminism and Sex Workers in Brazil: A Socio-Legal Analysis”

Marília Denardin Budó. “Political discourse on abortion in Brazil: the invisibility of women’s rights” (Together with Eduarda Toscani Gindri)

Friday, 15 June

09.30 – 11.30 SESSION 4. CONTEMPORARY GLOBAL FEMINIST ISSUES/2: AGENCY, ACTIVISM AND CHALLENGES

Khalida Nurmetova. “Why feminism is not popular in the post-Soviet area and what we can do about it? (Focus on the Russian Federation and Dagestan).”

Itziar Gandarias Goikoetxea. “Possibilities, Tensions and Challenges towards a Feminist Articulation of Differences”

11.30 – 12.00 Break
Friday, 15 June (continuation)

12.00 – 14.00 SESSION 5. THE FOURTH FEMINIST WAVE: NI UNA MENOS, THE INTERNATIONAL WOMEN’S STRIKE AND ONLINE CAMPAIGNING

Ulrika Andersson. “Sisters in Law - Swedish feminist engagements in Law and Legal change, the example of sexual assault in the light of #metoo”

Maria Maćkowiak. “Polish National Strike. From Social Networks to Street Protests”

Tania Rispoli. SKYPE “Intersectionality and social strike within the US feminist movement”

Caterina Peroni. “Non Una di Meno: From the call for international Women’s strike to the hypothesis of feminist unionization against neoliberal Gender-based violence”

14.15 Lunch

15.45 – 18.00 CONCLUDING PANEL – ROUND TABLE: FROM THE FOURTH WAVE OF FEMINISM TO THE FEMINIST "OCEAN"? CONNECTIONS AND STRUGGLES FOR A NEW GLOBAL CITIZENSHIP

Global commonalities of feminist movements in the analysed legal and political systems - describing and theorizing the elements of horizontal social movements and their chances for a new citizenship? How to institutionalize these new social relationships?

Chairs: Lidia Rodak and Caterina Peroni

Conclusion